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Power systems are usually expected to become heavily loaded as the demand for 

electrical energy grows and economic consideration limits the installation of 

additional transmission and generating capacity. Keeping the bus voltage in the power 

system within the standard permissible limits is an important concern to improve the 

voltage stability and avoid voltage collapse of the whole power system. The common 

and effective way to achieve this purpose is by adding flexible AC transmission line 

devices to the power system. One of these devices is static synchronous compensator. 

In this paper an approach is proposed to find optimal location and size of static 

synchronous compensator for improving bus voltage in the power system. A load flow 

is conducted to identify the low voltage buses which are the weak buses in the system 

and they are considered as suitable buses for static synchronous compensator 

connection. An objective function is formulated for optimization process which 

contains four parts, the voltage deviation, static synchronous compensator size, active 

and reactive power losses of the whole power system. Whale optimization algorithm is 

used for the optimization process. The proposed approach is applied on the real power 

system of Kurdistan Region using power system simulator for engineering software for 

simulating the power system and finding the optimal size and location of static 

synchronous compensator for bus voltage improvement. The results are encouraging 

for applying the approach to any power system. What distinguishes this method is that 

it accomplishes two things, namely reducing the bus voltage deviation to zero which 

means that all bus voltages are within the permissible limits and minimizing losses as 

well 
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1. Introduction 

Electrical Power systems are complex because they have many generating units 

and transmission lines. Day by day the power demand increases as a result of that the 

utilities operate the generating units and transmission lines at their full capacity. This 

reduces power system stability in terms of bus voltage. Using the Flexible AC 

Transmission System (FACTS) in the transmission network improves the voltage 

stability, and also controls active and reactive power flow in the network [1]. Line 

power flow, bus voltage magnitudes and angles are controlled by using FACTS devices 



such as Static Synchronous Compensator STATCOM [2]. Because of the increasing 

power demand and inability to add new transmission lines due to their complexity, new 

power systems are operating close to the system stability limits. Power system 

operating under such conditions introduces the voltage instability problem which may 

cause complete system blackout or voltage collapse which is the process of sequential 

events in a large area of the system and may lead to the case of sever low voltage 

condition in the system. Load increasing may lead to extreme need of reactive power 

and system may show voltage instability. If there is a deficiency in the reactive power 

resources, the excessive demand of reactive power can cause voltage collapse [3]. Such 

abnormal condition poses a great threat to the stability and reliability of power system. 

So voltage stability is identified as one of the main concerns in planning and operations 

of power system [4]. Transformers, transmission lines, cables, and other load 

appliances, like motors, change the relationship between current and voltage because 

of their fundamental characteristics. This shift is assessed in volt-ampere reactive or 

VAR. High VAR can result in the decrease of power transfer. Low VAR can result in 

voltage drop. Thus, enough levels of reactive power are to be kept for voltage stability 

improving [5]. Therefore, studies that are devoted is to provide the required amount of 

reactive power for improving bus voltages and avoiding voltage collapse by using 

different approaches scientific relevance. 

 

2. Literature review and problem statement 

Many works have been carried out about the optimal size and location of FACTS 

devices to improve the voltage stability, minimize transmission line losses and avoid 

voltage collapse. In [6] Static VAR Compensators (SVCs) in transmission lines are 

used to maximize load margin. For deciding the actual SVCs placement, nonlinear 

programming is used. The main feature of this work is that it is a novel technique and 

is tested on real power system which means the possibility of application on any power 

system. The existence of many local minimal points is observed, it takes time for 

computation, but it is easy for implementation. In [7] optimal FACTS location, 

reducing the generation cost and increasing power transfer are obtained by using 

genetic algorithm technique. This approach mainly focuses on optimal load flow and 

minimizing the cost. It is tested only on IEEE 14-Bus system only. In [8] power system 

stability is considered as an index for optimal size of FACTS device controller. Model 

analysis and genetic algorithm is used, SVCs are used to find the best allocation. In this 

study three SVCs are used with optimal size and location. The study is mainly about 

the voltage stability of the system. In [9] Voltage stability is enhanced by optimizing 

FACTS device parameters, improving voltage profile, minimizing system losses and 

reactive power required for stability improvement. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) 

is used to optimize the location and size of STATCOM devices. The optimization 

includes the minimum total losses, minimum transfer of reactive power and 

maximizing the stability limits. The applicability of the method is tested on IEEE 30-

Bus system only In [10] STATCOM modeling in power system is presented. Three 

kinds of PI controller are compared. The results are acceptable. The main advantage of 

this method is the linear behavior of the response of STATCOM which provides a 

linear range of the design. For testing the method, IEEE 118-Bus system is used. In 



[11] a new method is proposed for FACTS placement and applied on 9 IEEE-Bus, 39 

IEEE-Bus and 68 IEEE-Bus systems. The best location of FACTS device is obtained 

from the view point of voltage stability. Power flow is conducted into two directions 

from sending to receiving end and from receiving to sending end to identify critical 

lines and buses. In general this method gives an accurate decision for FACTS 

placement. In [12] an approach for control of steady state power flow through FACTS 

provided to the power system is explained. Limits of these FACTS device are 

considered. This approach is applied on 1500-bus practical system with different types. 

The obtained results showed the effectiveness of the approach. This method is simple 

for implementation, but dealing with the control problem when numerous FACTS 

devices are involved is challenging. 

In [13] improved voltage stability index is proposed and an optimization 

technique is presented for reactive power compensation device parameters. The 

obtained results show the effectiveness of the approach to improve voltage stability 

and reduce transmission line losses. The performance of the approach is tested on IEEE 

30-Bus system only. In [14] analysis for IEEE-14 bus is presented by identifying the 

weakest bus in the system and using conventional methods to study the voltage 

stability. Shunt Capacitor, Synchronous Condenser, and STATCOM were tested using 

P-V and Q-V analysis to identify the weak zones. Using shunt capacitor for stability 

improvement is excluded due to insufficient voltage control. STATCOM perform is 

better however, as these devices are more costly than shunt capacitors, a complete cost 

analysis study for their size is necessary. 

One of the main problems which need to be taken into consideration is the voltage 

stability of the power system to ensure that the system can tolerate disturbances and 

keep the voltages within the allowed range. Reactive power imbalance is the most 

common cause of voltage instability [15]. The reactive power support that a bus can 

receive from the power system determines its load capability in the power system. Both 

active and reactive power losses grow fast as the system approaches its maximum 

loading point, or voltage collapse point. As a result, local and sufficient reactive power 

assistance is required. To solve the mentioned problems of low bus voltage and high 

power losses, STATCOM can be used depending on optimal size and location which 

is achieved in the proposed approach with advantages of easy for understanding and 

implementation, adopting the newest optimization algorithm which is WOP, It is 

applicability on real large power system and taking into consideration minimizing the 

active and reactive power losses in addition to voltage improvement of the whole power 

system with accurate and acceptable results. Collecting all these features in the 

proposed approach proves its importance and new contribution.  

 

3. The aim and objectives of the study 

The aim of the study is to improve the voltage profile and stability of the power 

system and minimizing power losses by adding STATCOM device to the system.  

To achieve this aim the following objectives are accomplished: 

– improving the voltage profile of the system by proposing an approach which 

identifies the optimal size and location of STATCOM device in the power system by 

using Whale Optimization Algorithm (WOA) and applying the approach on a large 



scale power system of Kurdistan Region of Iraq; 

– minimizing the active and reactive power losses in the power system depending 

on the optimal size and location of STATCOM device determined by the proposed 

approach.  

 

4. Materials and methods 

Power System Simulator for Engineering (PSSE) software is used for simulating 

the large scale power system of Kurdistan Region (KR) and conducting the load flow 

for identifying the weak buses and selecting the optimal location from these buses to 

add STATCOM device with optimal size to improve the voltage of all weak buses. 

Matlab code is used for implementing the WOA. The optimization process is carried 

out by using an objective function which takes into consideration STATCOM size, 

voltage deviation, active and reactive power losses which is the main contribution in 

this work. 

 

4. 1. Power system STATCOM components  

STATCOM is a type of shunt FACTS device used to compensate the reactive 

power in transmission lines [16, 17]. It can modify power flows, absorb and provide 

reactive power. It increases all types of stability of the system by providing reliable 

control for the transmission parameters, i.e. voltage magnitude, phase angle and line 

impedance [18]. The basic components of STATCOM device is shown in Fig. 1. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Basic components of STATCOM 
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The amplitude and phase angle of the voltage have a big impact on whether a 

STATCOM absorbs or produces reactive power [14]. STATCOM uses the Voltage 

Source Converter (VSC) to inject a current with variable values and frequency to the 

system. The three phase VSC is connected to capacitance or a battery in the DC side. 

STATCOM is similar to synchronous machine which produces balanced three phase 

sinusoidal voltages with the fundamental frequency and adjustable voltage and phase 

angle. It acts like an inverter which converts DC voltage into AC for the purpose of 

reactive power compensation. STATCOM is mainly comprised of four components 

which are explained in the subsections below [19]. 

 

4. 1. 1. Voltage source converter (VSC) 

VSC is a device used to generate three phase sinusoidal voltages of a given voltage 

magnitude, angle and frequency from DC input voltage as shown in Fig. 2. The 

voltages are in phase and coupled with the AC system through the reactance of the 

coupling transformer. 
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Fig. 2. Three phase VSC  
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VSC is mainly consists of six power semiconductor devices. By a proper sequence 

of turning these devices on, a three phase voltage with an adjustable frequency is 

generated. 

 

4. 1. 2. Coupling transformer 

Coupling transformer is needed to step down system voltage to suit the voltage of 

VSC. A reactor is generally connected so as to filter out current harmonics that are 

produced by voltage of the VSC. 

 

4. 1. 3. Controller 

It performs feedback control and creates the signals to turn on the semiconductor 

switches of the VSC to inject reactive component of the current to the network so as to 

act as an overexcited synchronous generator and support the bus voltage or to absorb 

reactive component of the current and act like under excited synchronous generator 

and consequently it decreases the bus voltage. The purpose of the controller is to keep 

the voltage constant at desired value under disturbances. This controller measures the 

difference between the actual and desired voltage to create the error signal and send it 

to the VSC. 

 

4. 1. 4. DC Energy source 

The voltage in the DC side of the VSC can be delivered by a capacitor connected 

in parallel with a battery. The expressions of active power, reactive power, in terms of 

power system voltage, converter voltage and coupling transformer reactance are shown 

below [20].  
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where P is the active power; Q is the reactive power; 
i iV  is the bus voltage and 

its phase angle; s sV   is the STATCOM voltage and its phase angle; Xs is coupling 

transformer equivalent reactance.  

 

. S i =  −       (3) 

 

If the AC system phase angle lags the phase angle of the VSC, STATCOM will 

supply reactive power to the system. Contrariwise, if the phase angle of the system 

leads that of the VSC, STATCOM will absorb the reactive power [20].  

 

4. 2. Objective function 

The purposes of objective function are to obtain the optimal size and location of 

STATCOM for the best voltage profile of the power system and minimum active and 



reactive power losses. The objective function is the weighted sum of voltage deviation, 

the size of STATCOM, active and reactive losses. The minimum value of the objective 

function is the optimal value as it is clear in equation (4) below. 
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where O is the objective function; Vi is the voltage at bus I in per unit (PU); 
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−  is the total voltage deviation; β1 is the size of STATCOM in MVAR; β2is 

the total active losses of the power system in MW; β3 is the total reactive power losses 

of the power system in MVAR. 

In this object function, active and reactive powers are considered also. The size 

of STATCOM is divided by 100, active power is divided by 1000 and active power is 

divided by 100. These weights are determined by trial and error in such a way that they 

are comparable. 

 

4. 3. Whale optimization algorithm (WOA) 

This algorithm was proposed in 2016 by Seyedali Mirjalili, as a modern 

optimization approach. It was inspired by the natural behaviour of humpback whales. 

The most interesting aspect of humpback whales is their unique hunting technique. 

This foraging habit is referred to as the bubble-net feeding approach. Humpback whales 

prefer to hunt groups of krill or tiny fish at the surface of the water. This foraging is 

done by blowing bubbles in a circle or '9'-shaped path [21]. Humpback whales usually 

dive roughly 12 meters below the surface, and then begin to generate bubbles in a spiral 

way around their meal and swim up to the top. It is worth noting here that bubble-net 

feeding is a unique activity found solely in humpback whales. The spiral bubble-net 

feeding maneuver is mathematically described to undertake optimization. Humpback 

whales can detect their prey's position and encircle it. Because the optimal design's 

position in the search area is unknown at the beginning, the WOA assumes that the best 

current candidate solution is the target prey or is near to it. When the best search agent 

is determined, the other search agents will attempt to change their locations in relation 

to the best search agent. The algorithm principles are described below [22]:  

 

4. 3. 1. Prey encircling 

During this process, WOA algorithm assumes the present best solution as the 

location of the target prey, and the whales attempt to encircle the prey while updating 

their places. This behavior is mathematically represented as follows: 

 



( ) ( )*. ,D C X t X t= −    (5) 

 

( ) ( )*1 .  ,X t X t A D+ = −    (6) 

 

where ( ) X t  and ( )*X t  indicate the position vectors of the individual whale and the 

target prey (the best optimal solution obtained so far) respectively. The vectors of 

coefficients A  and C  are calculated as below: 
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where r  is a random variable in the range [0, 1], and a  is a controlling variable 

that drops linearly from 2 to 0 throughout the period of the exploration and exploitation 

stages; t is the present iteration and tmax is the maximum iteration. 

Exploration involves local search strategy and tries to develop the promising 

solution while avoiding large jumps in search space, whereas exploitation focuses on 

global search strategy and seeks the search area for most optimum solutions. 

 

4. 3. 2. Bubble-net attacking method (exploitation phase) 

WOA simulates humpback whale activity by employing two methods: shrinking 

encircling and spiral updating. It uses a 50 per cent chance of selecting one of these 

two procedures to update the locations of whales during the optimization phase. This 

can be mathematically described as the following: 
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where b is a constant used to define the spiral form, p and l are random numbers 

between [0, 1] and [–1, 1], respectively. To calculate distance from best location 

equation (11) is used. 

 

( ) ( )*'   ,D X t X t= −    (11)  

 

where D′ in this case represents the distance between the current whale position 

and the best location. 

 

4. 3. 3. Search for prey (exploration phase) 

During this procedure, the exploration (global search) capability is strengthened 

by updating the location of each whales based on position of a randomly selected whale 

instead of the position of the prey (best optimal solution discovered so far). This drives 



individual whales to swim away to attain the global optimum instead of being locked 

in local optimum. 

 

( ) ( )rand ,D C X t X t=  −    (12) 

 

( ) ( )( )rand1 .X t X t A D+ = −     (13) 

 

WOA algorithm begins with random solutions. During each iteration, search 

agents revise their locations till the best one is obtained.  

 

4. 4. Proposed approach  

The proposed approach is applied on a real power system of Kurdistan Region 

(KR) shown in Fig. 3 which consists of 62 generators with total generation of 3535 

MW, 42 transformers, 280 buses and 123 loads. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. KR power system 
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Fig. 4 shows the flowchart of the proposed approach. Firstly load flow analysis is 

applied on the system to identify the weak buses which are the buses with voltages 

lower than the minimum permissible voltage. The bus voltage should lay within the 



range ( )0.9 1.1iV   based on Iraqi Grid Code (IGC). These buses are considered as weak 

buses and suitable for connecting STATCOM device in order to keep all bus voltages 

within the permitted range. The proposed approach depends on searching for the 

optimal location and minimum size of the STATCOM with minimum active and 

reactive power losses of the whole system. WOA is used for the optimization with the 

objective function described previously. 

 



 
 

Fig. 4. Flowchart of the proposed approach 
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The steps for optimization algorithm is applied on KR power system by 

initializing the whale populations  X  (voltage deviation, STATCOM size, active and 

reactive power losses) for each weak bus with applying the equations of the 

optimization process. The parameters of the WOA used in this paper are described in 

the Table 1 below. 

 

Table 1 

WOA parameters 

Parameters Values 

Search agents 30 

Maximum iteration 500 

Number of variables 4 

Spiral updating 0.5 

Probability 0.5 

Shrinking encircling random search 0.1 

 

The purpose of the optimization is to improve the voltages of all weak buses to be 

within the permissible range with minimum size of STATCOM device at optimal bus 

location and minimum losses of active and reactive power.  

 

5. Results of optimal size and location with minimizing system losses 

5. 1. Result of optimal size and location 

Fig. 5 shows the voltage profile of the system without adding STATCOM device. 

It is clear that some buses are under minimum permissible range which is 0.9 PU. It is 

desired to adjust bus voltage within the allowed range to prevent the voltage collapse.  
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Fig. 5. Voltage profile of KR power system without STATCOM 

  

Table 2 shows the optimal results of WOA solution which include STATCOM 

device, Size of it, voltage deviation and system active and reactive losses. Fig. 6 shows 

the voltages for the weak buses before and after STATCOM device connection with 

optimal size and location. It is obvious that the voltages of all weak buses are improved. 

 

Table 2 

Results of optimal values 

Terms Optimal Values 

Location 14001 (BB1- CHWAR QU) 

Size (MVAR) 25 

Voltage Deviation 0 

Active Power losses (KW) 78.26 

Reactive Power losses (KVAR) 669.18 

Objective Function 1.701 

 

 
 

Fig. 6. Low voltage buses before and after STATCOM Connection 

 

In addition to voltage improvement, all weak bus voltages become greater than 

the lower permissible value which is 0.9 PU as a result of proper selection of size and 

location. 

 

5. 2. Results of minimizing system losses 
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As mentioned previously adding STATCOM to the power system participates in 

reducing active and reactive losses of the whole system. Fig. 7, 8 show the total active 

and reactive power losses when STATCOM device with optimal size is connected with 

each weak bus individually. 

 

 
 

Fig. 7. Active power losses with STATCOM of optimal size at different weak 

buses 
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Fig. 8. Reactive power losses with STATCOM of optimal size at different weak 

buses 
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Fig. 9 shows the voltage profile of the power system before and after STATCOM 

connection with optimal size and location. 

 

 
 

Fig. 9. Voltage profile of KR power system before and after STATCOM 

connection 

 

From these results the effect of STATCOM device connecting in keeping the 

voltage of all buses within the allowed limit is very clear. 

 

6. Discussion of the research results of optimal size and location with 

minimizing system losses 

The large scale power system of KR has already some weak buses and their 

voltages are lower than the allowed value specified by IGC as its clear in Fig. 5. Which 

is the result of load flow for the system without STATCOM device, it is clear that some 

buses have voltages lower than 0.9 PU which is the minimum permitted value. As a 

result there is a need to raise these voltages by STATCOM device with proper size and 

location.  

Optimal results of size and location in Table 2 show that by connecting 

STATCOM device, the voltage deviation becomes zero which means that all bus 

voltages are within the acceptable range. In addition to the improvement in the low bus 

voltage, the voltages of most of the buses are also increased as it is obvious in Fig. 9. 

The optimal size of the STATCOM is 25 MVAR located at the bus 14001(BB1 

CHWAR QU), the value of the objective function is 1.70178 which is the minimum 
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value of the objective function.  

It is also noticed that by connecting the STATCOM of optimal size and location, 

the active and reactive power losses are also reduced, it is obvious that the active power 

losses are reduced from 79.4004 MW which is the total system active losses without 

STATCOM to 78.26 MW which is the minimum value of the active losses as compared 

to values of active losses in case of connecting the STATCOM to other weak buses as 

shown in Fig. 7 which means reduction by 1.43 %. The reactive power is also reduced 

by connecting the STATCOM with optimal size and location. These losses are reduced 

from 676.6 MVAR which is the value of system reactive losses without STATCOM 

device to 673.18 MVAR which is the minimum value of the reactive losses as 

compared to the values of reactive losses in case of connecting the STATCOM to other 

weak buses as shown in Fig. 8. The reduction in reactive losses is by 0.5 %. The most 

important advantage of the proposed approach is that it considers power losses 

reduction in addition to improving the bus voltages. For future work, a comparison 

study of using other FACTS devices which is not adopted in this study may develop 

and strengthen it. 

 

7. Conclusions 

1. An approach is proposed for bus voltage improvement by adding STATCOM 

device to the power system. Size and location of the STATCOM used in the approach 

is found by using WOA which is a modern optimization technique. The proposed 

optimization objective function takes into consideration bus voltage and power system 

loss minimization. The approach is applied on real KR power system. It is concluded 

that the optimal size of the STATCOM is 25 MVAR connected to the bus 14001 (BB1 

Chwar Qu) to achieve zero bus voltage deviation.  

2. The active and reactive power losses are also minimized by connecting the 

STATCOM device with optimal size and location obtained from the optimization 

process. The active losses are reduced from 79.4 MW to 78.26 MW, and the reactive 

losses are reduced from 676.6 MVAR to 669.18 MVAR. The main advantage of the 

proposed approach is that it minimizes the total active and reactive losses of the whole 

power system in addition to bus voltage improvement using a new and modern 

optimization algorithm which is WOA and this is the main difference from other 

approaches used for locating and sizing the STATCOM device in the power system for 

bus voltage improvement. 
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